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Neural Activity in the Primate Prefrontal Cortex
during Associative Learning
Wise, 1995a, 1995b, 1996). Medial temporal structures
critical for long-term memories are also important: dam-
age to the hippocampus and/or subjacent cortex (Mur-
Wael F. Asaad, Gregor Rainer, and Earl K. Miller*
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences and
The Center for Learning and Memory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ray and Wise, 1996) or to its principal output pathway,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 the fornix (Rupniak and Gaffan, 1987), impairs condi-
tional visuomotor learning.
This type of learning also requires mechanisms that
select and monitor behavioral events. Animals need toSummary
choose an action in response to each cue and keep
The prefrontal (PF) cortex has been implicated in the track of these choices so that feedback about the conse-
remarkable ability of primates to form and rearrange quences (e.g., reward) can be used to modify behavior.
arbitrary associations rapidly. This ability was studied Here, the prefrontal (PF) cortex is likely to be involved.
in two monkeys, using a task that required them to learn It has long been thought to play a role in the top-down
to make specific saccades in response to particular control of complex behavior and is interconnected with
cues and then repeatedly reverse these responses. virtually all sensory systems and with cortical and sub-
We found that the activity of individual PF neurons cortical structures important for generating voluntary
represented both the cues and the associated re- behavior (Schwartz and Goldman-Rakic, 1984; Pandya
sponses, perhaps providing a neural substrate for their and Barnes, 1987; Pandya and Yeterian, 1990; Barbas
association. Furthermore, during learning, neural ac- and Pandya, 1991). There is some evidence that the PF
tivity conveyed the direction of the animals' impending cortex is involved in conditional visuomotor learning.
responses progressively earlier within each succes- Lesions of tissue around the arcuate sulcus cortex im-
sive trial. The final level of activity just before the re- pair conditional visuomotor behavior, although damage
sponse, however, was unaffected by learning. These included both PF area 8 and premotor area 6 (Petrides,
results suggest a role for the PF cortex in learning 1982). Damage to the connections between the PF cor-
arbitrary cue±response associations, an ability critical tex and the inferior temporal (IT) cortex (a region impor-
for complex behavior. tant for object recognition) produces impairments on a
variety of conditional tasks, including conditional visuo-
motor tasks (Gaffan and Harrison, 1988; Eacott and Gaf-Introduction
fan, 1992; Parker and Gaffan, 1998). Neurons in the PF
cortex have properties consistent with conditional visu-Many of our complex, learned behaviors depend on arbi-
omotor behavior. During such tasks, the activity of manytrary stimulus±response associations. We learn that
PF neurons codes both cues and the behavioral re-ªgreenº means ªgoº and ªredº means ªstop,º for exam-
sponses instructed by them (Watanabe, 1986; Sakagamiple. In the laboratory, the ability to act voluntarily ac-
and Niki, 1994a, 1994b; Hasegawa et al., 1998).cording to learned rules is studied using conditional
To explore the role of the PF cortex in arbitrary cue±visuomotor tasks (Petrides, 1985a, 1985b, 1986, 1990;
response learning, we studied the activity of lateral PFPassingham, 1993). In such tasks, only a small number
neurons during performance of a conditional visuomotorof responses can be performed. On any particular trial,
task. This task required the animals to associate a fove-the correct response depends on the identity of the cue
ally presented cue object (500 ms) with a saccadic eyeused on that trial. One cue may require, for example, an
movement, either to the left or to the right (Figure 1).eye or arm movement in a certain direction, whereas
Two novel cue objects were used each day (i.e., for eachanother cue would require one in another direction. No
single cue or response invariably leads to reward. In- recording session). They learned which response was
stead, subjects must learn to map the cues to their required for each cue by trial and error. To separate
associated actions. neural events related to the cue and response, a delay
Conditional visuomotor learning engages a wide vari- (1000 ms) was imposed between the disappearance of
ety of brain systems; visual stimuli must be identified, the cue and the ªgoº signal. Rather than have monkeys
motor commands issued, and associations formed. Pre- learn a single cue±response association, we required
motor areas involved in generating voluntary actions are them to learn to associate, on alternate blocks of 30 or
important; damage severely compromises conditional more trials, each of two cue objects with each of two
visuomotor learning (Petrides, 1982; Halsband and Pass- saccades. In other words, after having learned ªobject
ingham, 1985). In fact, neurons in premotor cortex (area A, go rightº and ªobject B, go left,º the associations
6 and the supplementary eye fields [SEF]) show an evo- were reversed such that they now needed to learn ªA,
lution of activity that mirrors monkeys' acquisition of go leftº and ªB, go right.º By pairing each cue with each
cue±response associations (Mitz et al., 1991; Chen and possible response, we were able to disambiguate the
effects of the cue and the behavioral response on neural
activity and thus determine how PF neurons help repre-* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: ekm@ai.
mit.edu). sent these attributes.
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Figure 1. A Schematic Diagram of the Behavioral Task
Results
Behavior
Both monkeys learned each object±saccade direction
pairing quickly. Figure 2a shows their average perfor-
mance on each block of trials. Early in the sessions
(blocks 1±3), the monkeys needed only 10±15 trials to
reach seven out of seven correct (the behavioral crite-
rion). Later in the session (blocks 4±6), their performance
worsened somewhat (perhaps due to proactive interfer-
ence, fatigue, and/or satiation), requiring 25±30 trials to
reach criterion.
When the object±saccade pairings were reversed,
Figure 2. Cue±Saccade Learning over Blocks and at Reversalsperformance was disrupted but quickly recovered. This
(A) The number of trials required by the monkeys to learn the cue±is illustrated in Figure 2b. Trial zero indicates the first
saccade pairings. This figure plots the total number of trials (closedtrial after the object±direction pairings reversed. At this
circles) or the total number of incorrect choices (open circles) taken
point, the object that had required a rightward response by the two monkeys to reach the criterion of seven out of seven
for reward now required a leftward response and vice correct choices. Each reversal constituted a new block (x axis).
versa. Because the reversal was not explicitly signaled The rate of learning by both measures decreased with additional
reversals.to the animal, they almost invariably made an incorrect
(B) Behavioral performance at the point of reversals. This panel plotschoice on the first trial when the associations were re-
percent correct performance (calculated using a moving window ofversed. Note that their performance immediately after
three trials) as a function of trial number relative to a reversal (at
reversals (average z15% correct) was the converse of trial zero). Performance preceding a reversal was generally around
their performance just before reversals (z85% correct). 85% correct, demonstrating that the animals learned the cue±
Within about 6±12 trials, their overall performance saccade pairings to a high level by the end of each block. Perfor-
mance does not return to prereversal levels in this graph becausereached 60%±70% correct (chance 5 50%) and then
30 trials represents a minimum number of trials completed. Blocksgradually improved to above 80% correct by the end of
often lasted longer, depending on the animal's rate of learning inthe block.
each particular block.
Learning was also reflected in a change in the reaction
times of the saccadic eye movements at the choice.
Just before the reversals, reaction times averaged z175 Learned-State Properties
First, we examined neuronal properties after the objectms. Just after the reversals, saccadic reaction times
increased to z200 ms and then decreased in parallel and direction pairings were relatively well learned. For
these analyses, we included only data extracted fromwith the change in animals' error rates. Indeed, the reac-
tion times for the ten trials preceding a reversal were ªwell-learned trials.º Specifically, these were correct tri-
als from groups of ten trials of at least 80% correctsignificantly shorter than those for the ten trials just after
a reversal (p , 0.001, t test). performance. We thus hoped to exclude, for the mo-
ment, any learning-related changes in activity in order
to focus first on the steady-state properties, that is,Neuronal Properties
General Properties the stable representation of cue±saccade associations.
Table 1 summarizes the incidence of object and/or di-We recorded a total of 254 neurons from the left lateral
PF cortices of two monkeys (146 from one and 108 from rection selectivity for each task interval based on
ANOVAs (see Experimental Procedures), evaluated atthe other). Most of the neurons (249 of 254, or 98%)
were responsive in at least one task period. This was p , 0.01. The majority of recorded cells (202 of 254, or
80%) displayed activity selective for the cue object, thedetermined by comparing each of the three task inter-
vals (cue, delay, and presaccade; see Experimental Pro- saccade direction, or both, in at least one of the three
task epochs.cedures) to baseline, or spontaneous, activity using
paired t tests (evaluated at p , 0.01). Almost half of these neurons (96 of 202, or 48%)
Associative Learning and the Primate PF Cortex
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Table 1. Number of Neurons with Task-Related Activity in the Different Epochs (See Experimental Procedures) of Each Trial
254 Total Cells CUE DELAY PRESACCADIC In Any Epoch
Number of 212 207 203 249
Responsive Cells
Number of Selective Cells 131 155 108 202
62% of 212 75% of 207 53% of 249 81% of 249
Object Selective 59 49 23 96
45% of 131 32% of 155 21% of 108 48% of 202
Direction Selective 18 33 37 59
14% of 131 21% of 155 34% of 108 29% of 202
Object and Direction 9 18 12 32
(linear) 7% of 131 12% of 155 11% of 108 16% of 202
Object and Direction 45 55 36 88
(nonlinear) 34% of 131 35% of 155 33% of 108 44% of 202
The number of selective cells is noted as a percentage of the total number of responsive cells in each epoch, and the number of cells displaying
a particular type of selectivity is noted as a percentage of the number of selective cells.
showed activity selective for the cue object, but not the between the factors (p , 0.01). For some (32 of 202, or
16%), activity seemed to reflect a straightforward, linearsaccade direction, in at least one epoch. Examples of
such cells are depicted in Figure 3a. They showed ob- addition of these attributes. For example, the cell illus-
trated in Figure 3c preferred rightward saccades overject-selective activity starting shortly after cue onset
that was maintained throughout the trial. On the ANOVA, leftward saccades. Superimposed on this direction se-
lectivity was a preference for object B over object A.these cells showed a significant effect of OBJECT, but
not of DIRECTION, and no significant interaction be- Such cells showed a significant effect of OBJECT and
DIRECTION with no interaction between the factors.tween the factors (evaluated at p , 0.01). Other cells
(59 of 202, or 29%) were selective for the saccade direc- For the majority of object- and direction-selective
cells (88 of 202, or 44%), the cue and saccade directiontion, but not for the cue object in at least one epoch.
They showed a significant effect of DIRECTION, but not influenced activity in a nonlinear fashion. That is, their
responses to specific object±saccade pairings could notOBJECT, and no interaction between the factors. An
example is depicted in Figure 3b. It was relatively unse- be explained by simply summing their responses to the
individual elements. For example, the cell illustrated inlective during sample presentation. Then, during the de-
lay, its activity was highly dependent on the direction Figure 3d was nonselective during cue presentation.
Then, in the delay, it showed the highest activity on trialsof the forthcoming saccade but unaffected by the cue
object. in which monkeys saw object A and made a leftward
saccade. Activity to all other combinations of cues andMany cells (120 of 202, or 60%) showed activity that
depended on both the cue object and saccade direction saccades elicited equally lower levels of activity. In other
words, direction selectivity was apparent for only onein at least one epoch. They showed a significant effect of
OBJECT and DIRECTION and/or a significant interaction of the two cue objects. These ªnonlinearº cells showed
Figure 3. Examples of Neural Responses
after Learning
The figure shows the responses of four neu-
rons to each of the four possible cue±
saccade combinations. The shaded area rep-
resents the time of cue presentation. The bar
plot in the inset shows the mean level of delay
activity with standard errors for each cue±
saccade pairing (AR: object A, right; AL: ob-
ject A, left; BR: object B, right; BL: object B,
left). The colors used in the inset match those
of the histograms and are keyed by the leg-
end. Shown are an object-selective cell (A),
a direction-selective cell (B), a linear object-
and-direction-selective cell (C), and a nonlin-
ear object-and-direction-selective cell (D).
Bin width, 50 ms.
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Figure 4. Recording Sites
Penetration sites where selective cells were found are plotted for each monkey. Different markers are used to represent locations where cells
with the indicated types of selectivity were recorded. PS, principal sulcus; AS, arcuate sulcus. The inset shows, on a ªgenericº rhesus brain,
the general area of recording.
a significant interaction between OBJECT and DIREC- of whichever response was impending, regardless of
whether or not the animal had learned it was ªcorrect.ºTION factors (p , 0.01).
Anatomical Locations of Cells Learning was, however, reflected in an earlier appear-
ance of direction-selective activity. After learning, direc-The recording sites for each of the two monkeys are
shown in Figures 4a and 4b. Each symbol indicates a tion selectivity appeared earlier in the trial than it had
before learning. For these analyses, we aligned activitysite where at least one neuron of the indicated selectivity
was found. While we observed a slight bias for object- on the execution of the saccade to compensate for the
change in saccade latency with learning. Collapsingselective cells to appear ventrally in one animal, there
was no strict segregation of cells with different types of across different blocks of trials, we computed a direction
selectivity index (see Experimental Procedures) for eachresponses. Cells with combined selectivity for cue identity
and response direction were interspersed throughout the neuron for the first 30 correct trials of the block. The
average values of the selectivity index are plotted inrecording area.
Neural Activity and Learning Figure 6a. Each box represents 25 ms of one trial. The
bottom row, therefore, depicts the average selectivityDirection selectivity was evident even early in each block
of trials, before monkeys had learned the associations. index of 64 cells for the first correctly executed trial
within each block. Subsequent trials are plotted upward.This is depicted in Figure 5. This graph plots the average
neural activity during the last 250 ms of the delay (which Robust direction selectivity (the yellow-white colors)
tends to appear progressively earlier in each successiveis similar to one of the epochs used by Chen and Wise
[1995a, 1995b] in their studies of SEF neurons). For this trial. In fact, the largest change seems to occur around
trials 5±10, which is when the animals first showed evi-analysis, we included the 64 cells whose delay activity
showed a main effect of DIRECTION on the ANOVA (p , dence of learning the object±saccade associations (see
Behavior).0.01). The black circles show the average activity when
a given object first cued the preferred direction and then We defined the time of appearance of directional se-
lectivity as the earliest bin in which half of the maximalreversed (at trial zero) to cue the nonpreferred direction.
The white circles show the opposite transition. Note that selectivity was reached. These times are plotted in Fig-
ure 6b. There was an inverse relationship between trialthe level of activity on even the first correctly executed
trial after a reversal is indistinguishable from activity 30 number and the time of appearance of directional selec-
tivity, which we approximated with a simple sigmoidcorrect trials later. That is, direction-selective activity
abruptly ªswitchedº to reflect the saccade the animal function (r2 5 0.97, p , 0.0001). In the first five correct
trials after a reversal, direction selectivity appears z700was about to perform. This was also evident in an exami-
nation of the animal's error trials; also plotted on the ms into the trial (almost 900 ms before the response).
By the time the animals' performance begins to asymp-figure is the average activity during the first ten error
trials in which the animals chose the wrong saccade (red tote at trial 15, direction selectivity appears much earlier,
at z250 ms into the trial (1350 ms before the response).circles). Note that this activity is similar to that before
the reversal, when the saccade was correct. Thus, this Neural Correlates of Over-Learning
In addition to introducing two novel cue objects in eachactivity was not reflecting the ªoutputº of a learned asso-
ciation. Rather, it seemed simply to reflect the direction session, we used two highly familiar cue objects. These
Associative Learning and the Primate PF Cortex
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Figure 5. Directionally Selective Activity around the Time of Re-
versals
This figure plots the average selectivity index (see Experimental
Procedures) for 64 direction-selective cells. The index is expressed
as a percent change in activity to the preferred over the nonpreferred
direction. The figure plots the average direction selectivity during
the last 250 ms of the delay before and after reversals. The closed
circles follow the responses to the object that, having indicated a
saccade in the neurons' preferred directions, begins at trial zero to
indicate a saccade in their nonpreferred directions. The open circles
show the opposite, namely the activity following the object that had
previously cued a saccade in their nonpreferred directions reversing, Figure 6. Direction-Selective Activity Appeared Earlier within Each
such that it subsequently required an eye movement in their pre- Trial as the Animals Learned
ferred directions. The bars represent standard errors. Neural activity
(A) Change in latency of direction-selective activity with learning.on even the first correctly executed trial after a reversal (trial zero)
The selectivity index for the same 64 cells as in Figure 5 is shownwas determined entirely by the cells' directional preferences and
in this surface plot. Directional selectivity appeared earlier (furthernot by the animals' level of learning. Activity to the incorrect choices
to the left) with increasing trial number (upward). Each individual(red circles) also reflected simply the direction of the intended re-
box represents the average selectivity index for 25 ms of one trial.sponse. The closed red circle represents activity preceding incorrect
The data in this figure are smoothed with a sliding kernel of 5 3 5selection of the neurons' preferred directions, whereas the open
bins. The trials are aligned on the initiation of the saccadic eyered circle shows activity preceding incorrect selection of the nonpre-
movement and include the cue and delay intervals. The black barferred direction.
in the lower right corner illustrates the average standard error of
the mean for all the data points. The data shown in the rightmost
ten bins of each trial correspond to those used in Figure 5.
familiar objects were used throughout training and for (B) The time at which half of the maximal selectivity was reached
every recording session. Each familiar object was al- within each trial is plotted along with the fitting sigmoid function:
ways associated with the same saccade direction (i.e.,
they were never reversed). Figure 7 shows the average y 5 y0 2
a
1 1 e2
(x2x0)
bactivity across the entire population of 254 PF neurons
studied. This shows that the novel, reversing objects where y0 5 698.6, x0 5 9.8, a 5 430.5, and b 5 2. The y axis represents
elicited more activity than the familiar, nonreversing ob- the time of appearance of selectivity, while trial number (after a
jects. In fact, 215 of 254 neurons (85%) showed a signifi- reversal) is represented along the x axis.
cant difference in activity between the novel and familiar
objects in at least one epoch (p , 0.01, t test, activity
to familiar objects versus activity to novel objects). population of neurons may depend upon repeated expo-
We sought to determine if this difference in activity sure and may require days or weeks to develop.
between novel and familiar objects could be developed
ªonline,º i.e., in the course of one recording session.
We recorded the activity of an additional 30 neurons Discussion
(beyond the 254 neurons reported above) from one mon-
key, during the presentation of two novel objects for To perform this task, the monkeys needed to identify
cue stimuli, choose responses, and form associationswhich the initial object±direction associations were
maintained throughout the recording session (1924 trials between them. Because the presentation of the visual
cue and the animal's response were separated in time,on average). We then compared the activity of these
neurons on the first 50±100 correct trials to that from the monkeys needed to bridge the gap. The role of PF neu-
rons in sustaining representations of objects and/orlast 50±100 correct trials of the session. No significant
difference was observed (p . 0.05, t test on activity cued locations is well established (Fuster, 1973; Fuster
and Jervey, 1981; Kojima and Goldman-Rakic, 1982; Funa-from early trials versus activity from late trials), sug-
gesting that the difference reported above for the main hashi et al., 1989; di Pellegrino and Wise, 1991; Miller
Neuron
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response associations, therefore, requires neural sub-
strates where such information can converge. The pres-
ent results show that this can be reflected at the single
neuron level in the PF cortex. These results are consis-
tent with earlier studies indicating that the PF cortex
may play a role in integrating information about visual
identity with spatial information (Fuster et al., 1982; Rao
et al., 1997; Rainer et al., 1998a, 1998b). Taken together,
the present results along with prior studies indicate that
PF neurons can integrate diverse, behaviorally relevant
information.
Many PF neurons showed nonlinear tuning for object±
saccade conjunctions. That is, their activity for a given
cue±response conjunction could not be predicted byFigure 7. Neurons Were More Active to Novel Objects that Required
Learning than to Familiar Ojects with Well-Learned Saccade Associ- linearly combining their activity for other combinations
ations of the same elements. This property is also apparent in
This figure plots the normalized activity (see Experimental Proce- other studies of PF neurons during conditional visuomo-
dures) of all 254 recorded neurons on trials in which novel, reversing tor tasks (e.g., Watanabe, 1992). PF activity, therefore,
objects were used (top line) versus trials in which highly familiar
seems ideally suited for representing specific cue±objects that never reversed directional association were used (bot-
response conjunctions. Nonlinear tuning may be com-tom line). The shaded area represents the time of cue presentation.
mon in other areas involved in conditional learning. Hip-Bin width, 10 ms. Most individual cells (85%) discriminated between
these two groups (see Results). pocampal neurons, for instance, often show nonlinear
responses to combinations of spatial and nonspatial,
behaviorally relevant information (Young et al., 1994;
Deadwyler et al., 1996). It is important to note that ouret al., 1996; Rao et al., 1997). It should be noted, how-
distinction between ªlinearº and ªnonlinearº is not in-ever, that the ventral PF cortex at least is not critical for
tended to convey a categorical distinction between twoobject memory per se; monkeys with ventral PF lesions
discrete classes of cells. While cells were classified ascan remember an object over a brief delay (Rushworth
ªlinearº or ªnonlinearº according to a statistical criterionet al., 1997). This study shows that, for many PF neurons,
(a significant interaction on the ANOVA), they actuallyduring conditional visuomotor behavior, activity that
varied along a continuum. In fact, the observed inci-conveyed the identity of the cue combined with activity
dence of nonlinear cells is probably a lower bound. It isrelated to the forthcoming saccade, a property also re-
possible, indeed likely, that had we used more than twoported by Hasegawa et al. (1998). Activity reflecting con-
objects and two saccade directions, more cells wouldjunctions of cues and behavioral responses have also
have shown nonlinear effects.been reported during conditional visuomotor tasks that
Learning was reflected in PF activity by the earlierrequired monkeys to associate a visual and/or auditory
appearance of directionally selective activity within eachcue with an immediate or delayed response (Watanabe,
trial. A similar phenomenon has been observed in the1986; Sakagami and Niki, 1994a, 1994b). This ability to
SEF. Neural activity after the monkey's response, butrepresent conjunctions of cues and responses seems
before reward, appeared progressively earlier as thefitting for a region at the apex of the ªperception±action
monkeys acquired the task (see the ªprerewardº intervalcycleº (Fuster, 1995). The direction-selective activity ob-
in Figures 5b, 8b, and 9a of Chen and Wise, 1995a).
served in our study could have been due to a ªpremotorº
Also, many SEF neurons show an evolution of direction-
signal for the impending eye movement and/or a shift
selective activity as monkeys learn object±saccade as-
of visual attention preceding the eye movement. Both
sociations (Chen and Wise, 1995a, 1995b, 1996). These
sensory and motor-related spatial signals have been findings suggest that the PF and premotor cortices may
reported in the PF cortex (Niki and Watanabe, 1976; share similar learning-related mechanisms and may
Quintana and Fuster, 1992; Boussaoud and Wise, 1993a, contribute to a distributed system for associative learn-
1993b; Funahashi et al., 1993). In either case, the spatial ing. Any more specific comparisons regarding these ar-
signals observed here could be used to plan the animal's eas will require further study, however. The task used
behavioral response. Indeed, they reflect the forthcom- by Chen and Wise (four objects and four directions,
ing saccade prior to learning, as do many neurons in typically no reversals) is different from our task (two
the premotor cortex (Mitz et al., 1991; Chen and Wise, objects and two directions, frequent reversals). Such
1995a), and do so irrespective of whether the behavioral comparisons are best made using a single task within
response is correct or not, a phenomenon also observed the same monkeys (Chen and Wise, 1996).
by Niki and Watanabe (1976). Recent evidence suggests that dopaminergic (DA)
This ability to integrate information about cues and signals arising from the midbrain, a region that provides
responses is critical for associative learning. Visual infor- the PF cortex with its major DA input, have properties
mation about cue identity and the visuospatial informa- that may be related to the progressively earlier appear-
tion needed to direct actions are processed in largely ance of direction selectivity. DA has the ability to modu-
separate systems in posterior neocortex (although there late mnemonic activity in PF cortex (Williams and Gold-
does seem to be ªcross-talkº between these systems; man-Rakic, 1995). Additionally, midbrain DA neurons
are initially activated by a reward. Then, as the animalse.g., see Sereno and Maunsell, 1998). Establishing cue±
Associative Learning and the Primate PF Cortex
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cortex, especially the ventrolateral PF cortex, were readily accessi-learn the predictive value of a conditioned stimulus, their
ble. All surgeries were performed under aseptic conditions whileresponses shift earlier in time toward the presentation
the animals were anesthetized with isoflurane. The animals receivedof that stimulus (Schultz et al., 1993). In our study, as
postoperative antibiotics and analgesics and were always handled
the monkeys learned the behavioral requirements of the in accord with NIH guidelines and the recommendations of the MIT
cues, these stimuli became increasingly reliable pre- Animal Care and Use Committee.
dictors of reward. Thus, according to the model pro-
Recording Techniqueposed by Schultz et al. (1997), DA-related activity would
Monkeys were seated in primate chairs within sound-attenuatingbe expected to shift in time toward the cue, possibly
enclosures (Crist Instruments, Damascus, MD). Their heads weregating direction-selective delay activity at an earlier
restrained and a juice-spout placed at their mouths for automated
point in each succeeding trial as the animals learned. reward delivery. Recordings were made using arrays of four to eight
These may be the mechanisms that underlie the changes dura-puncturing, tungsten microelectrodes (FHC Instruments, Bow-
doin, ME). Electrodes were mounted on custom-made, indepen-we observed in the latencies of direction-selective re-
dently adjustable miniature microdrives. These were introduced intosponse-related activity.
the brain using a grid system (Crist Instruments) with 1 mm spacingLearning was also reflected in that most PF cells were
between adjacent locations. We did not prescreen neurons for task-
activated more strongly by novel, reversing cues than by related responses. Instead, we advanced each electrode until the
familiar, nonreversing cues. SEF neurons show similar activity of one or more neurons was well isolated, and then data
effects (Chen and Wise, 1995a). Whether the difference collection began. This procedure was used to ensure an unbiased
estimate of PF activity. In any given session, we were able to simulta-in activity to novel and familiar stimuli is due to the
neously record the activity of up to 18 individual neurons. Neuralnovelty of the cues and associated responses, or the
waveforms were digitized and stored for offline sorting into single-difficulty of the reversals, or some combination, is not
neuron records (DataWave, Longmont, CO).
yet clear. Responses in higher visual cortex have like-
wise been reported to decrease with increasing stimulus Behavioral Task
familiarity (Miller et al., 1991; Riches et al., 1991; Li et The task required the animals to associate a foveally presented
object with a saccade either to the right or left (Figure 1). The stimulial., 1993) and increase with task difficulty or increased
were small, complex objects about 28 3 28 in size. For each recordingattention (Spitzer et al., 1988; Spitzer and Richmond,
session, two novel objects, never before seen by the animal, were1991). Human functional imaging studies have also re-
selected from a large pool of objects. They were arbitrarily desig-
ported that the level of PF activation can be modulated nated object ªAº and object ªB.º The objects were presented on a
by over-training (Raichle et al., 1994; Berns et al., 1998). computer screen positioned directly in front of the animal. Complex
objects were used because they have been shown to elicit robustIn humans, however, such changes occur sufficiently
activity from lateral PF neurons (Miller et al., 1996). We made noquickly that they can be viewed over the course of a
attempt to determine which features of particular objects were re-single session. For the 30 cells we specifically tested
sponsible for the cells' responses; for this study, it was necessary
for this effect, activity in response to novel, nonreversing only that different objects elicited selective activity from a number
cues did not decrease sufficiently in the course of a of PF neurons.
single recording session to be observed. If indeed these Each trial began with presentation of a small dot (a fixation point)
that the monkey was required to foveate. It maintained gaze on thephenomena are related, the discrepancy in time course
fixation point until the behavioral choice at the end of the trial. Aftermay be due to species or task differences.
one second of fixation, one of the objects was presented as a cueIn the early stages of learning a conditional associa-
at the fovea for 500 ms, followed by a delay of 1000 ms. At the end
tion task, a response must be selected without any of the delay, two dots were simultaneously presented as the central
knowledge of its correctness or, in the case of reversals, fixation dot was extinguished. One dot was 48 to the right and the
other 48 to the left of fixation. Monkeys were required to saccadedespite previous knowledge to the contrary. Presum-
to either the right or left dot depending on the identity of the cueably, direction-selective PF activity, which was evident
object. The correct response was immediately rewarded with a feweven before learning, reflected response selection. PF
drops of apple juice. An incorrect choice resulted in a 3 s ªtime
neurons that combine this activity with information out,º followed by termination of the trial without delivery of reward.
about the preceding cue could play a role in guiding Incorrect trials were not immediately repeated, as is sometimes
associative learning. Their activity could act in concert done in such tasks to aid learning.
The criterion for having learned a cue±direction pairing was sevenwith reward signals that indicate a successful cue±
consecutive correct choices for each object (the probability ofresponse pairing to shape the neural circuitry that under-
achieving seven consecutive correct choices by chance is ,0.01).lies the long-term associations between the cues and
Then, the monkeys' behavior was allowed to asymptote by allowing
responses. Such an interpretation would be consistent them to continue performing the learned cue±saccade pairings for
with the large body of evidence attributing to the PF an additional 20±50 trials. This allowed the animals to obtain enough
apple juice to keep them motivated and also provided us withcortex a role particularly in novel or changing circum-
steady-state neural data. After this, the cue±response pairings werestances.
reversed; the cue that had required a rightward saccade now re-
quired a leftward saccade and vice versa. The monkeys were not
Experimental Procedures explicitly cued that a reversal had occurred. Instead, they had to
infer it from feedback about their performance. Again, the monkeys
Subjects were required to learn the correct responses by trial and error.
The subjects were two rhesus monkeys, Macacca mulatta, weighing This learning±asymptote±reversal cycle continued for as long as the
10 and 6 kg. Using previously described methods (Miller et al., 1993), monkeys were willing to work. Each reversal was classified as a
monkeys were implanted with a scleral search coil (Robinson, 1963; new block; the monkeys worked four to ten blocks (average 5 6)
Judge et al., 1980) to monitor eye movements, a head bolt to immobi- in a day (i.e., for one recording session).
lize the head during recording, and recording chambers. Penetration
sites were determined using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Data Analysis
The recording chambers were positioned stereotaxically over the We divided the trial into three contiguous, nonoverlapping epochs
for analysis of neural activity. We defined ªcueº activity as the neurallateral PF cortex such that the principal sulcus and surrounding
Neuron
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response from 100±700 ms after stimulus onset. The first 100 ms Boussaoud, D., and Wise, S.P. (1993a). Primate frontal cortex: ef-
fects of stimulus and movement. Exp. Brain Res. 95, 28±40.were excluded to compensate for the minimum latency of visual
responses in PF cortex (100±150 ms). The length of this time window Boussaoud, D., and Wise, S.P. (1993b). Primate frontal cortex: neu-
was selected to include any activity related to offset of the stimulus. ronal activity following attentional versus intentional cues. Exp.
The ªdelayº epoch began immediately after the cue period and Brain Res. 95, 15±27.
lasted until 250 ms before the animal's response (usually, it lasted Chen, L.L., and Wise, S.P. (1995a). Neuronal activity in the supple-
700±750 ms). The ensuing activity within the final 250 ms before the mentary eye field during acquisition of conditional oculomotor asso-
response constituted the ªpresaccadicº period. Baseline (spontane- ciations. J. Neurophysiol. 73, 1101±1121.
ous) activity was assessed using the average activity during the 1
Chen, L.L., and Wise, S.P. (1995b). Supplementary eye field con-s period in the middle of the 3 s intertrial interval (ITI). These epochs
trasted with the frontal eye field during acquisition of conditionalwere chosen for simplicity; the results reported here are insensitive
oculomotor associations. J. Neurosci. 73, 1122±1134.to the exact time windows used. Except where noted (red circles
Chen, L.L., and Wise, S.P. (1996). Evolution of directional prefer-in Figure 5), neural activity from only correct trials was examined.
ences in the supplementary eye field during acquisition of condi-Reversals allowed us to avoid confounding the effects of object
tional oculomotor associations. J. Neurosci. 16, 3067±3081.and saccade direction on neural activity. Because, over any re-
cording session, each object cued each saccade direction, we could Deadwyler, S.A., Bunn, T., and Hampson, R.E. (1996). Hippocampal
dissociate the effect of each on neural activity. A two-way ANOVA ensemble activity during spatial delayed-nonmatch-to-sample per-
was performed for each cell on activity from each trial epoch (evalu- formance in rats. J. Neurosci. 16, 354±372.
ated at p , 0.01). One factor was the object used as a cue (OBJECT di Pellegrino, G., and Wise, S.P. (1991). A neurophysiological com-
factor) and the other factor was the saccade direction associated parison of three distinct regions of the primate frontal lobe. Brain
with it (DIRECTION factor). To assess the neural effects of learning, 114, 951±978.
we compared neural activity from correct trials early in each block,
Eacott, M.J., and Gaffan, D. (1992). Inferotemporal-frontal discon-when the animals' overall performance was low, to correct trials
nectionÐthe uncinate fascicle and visual associative learning inlater in the blocks, once the associations had become well learned.
monkeys. Eur. J. Neurosci. 4, 1320±1332.To compare direction selectivity across a population of neurons,
Funahashi, S., Bruce, C.J., and Goldman-Rakic, P.S. (1989). Mne-we computed a selectivity index (Luck et al., 1997; Rainer et al.,
monic coding of visual space in the monkey's dorsolateral prefrontal1998b). It was computed by taking the absolute value of the differ-
cortex. J. Neurophysiol. 61, 331±349.ence in activity to the two saccade directions divided by their sum
and then converting this value to a percent difference. Average Funahashi, S., Chafee, M.V., and Goldman-Rakic, P.S. (1993). Pre-
frontal neuronal activity in rhesus monkeys performing a delayedactivity across the entire population of PF neurons (in Figure 7) was
normalized in a similar fashion. Neural activity is often not normally anti-saccade task. Nature 365, 753±756.
distributed. Thus, we also applied nonparametric statistics to neural Fuster, J.M. (1973). Unit activity in prefrontal cortex during delayed-
activity (Mann±Whitney U test and the Kruskal±Wallis H test). These response performance: neuronal correlates of transient memory. J.
tests yielded virtually identical results to the parametric tests. Neurophysiol. 36, 61±78.
Neurophysiological experiments that compare activity across dif-
Fuster, J.M. (1995). Memory in the Cerebral Cortex (Cambridge, MA:
ferent blocks of trials must make efforts to ensure that any neural
MIT Press).
effects are not the result of artifacts of that design, such as slow-
Fuster, J.M., and Jervey, J.P. (1981). Inferotemporal neurons distin-wave changes in neural activity over time. We made certain such
guish and retain behaviorally relevant features of visual stimuli. Sci-artifacts did not influence our data in several ways. First, because
ence 212, 952±955.animals performed four to ten blocks, all effects related to specific
cue±response pairings were replicated two to five times throughout Fuster, J.M., Bauer, R.H., and Jervey, J.P. (1982). Cellular discharge
the recording session. We further controlled for any nonspecific in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of the monkey in cognitive tasks.
effects by replicating all of the observed results after normalizing Exp. Neurol. 77, 679±694.
within-trial activity to spontaneous (baseline) activity. We employed Gaffan, D., and Harrison, S. (1988). Inferotemporal-frontal discon-
two normalization methods. We subtracted the average baseline nection and fornix transection in visuomotor conditional learning by
activity on each block from the within-trial activity to express neural monkeys. Behav. Brain Res. 31, 149±163.
responses as differences from baseline, and we divided within-trial
Halsband, U., and Passingham, R.E. (1985). Premotor cortex and
activity by baseline activity so that within-trial activity would be
the conditions for movement in monkeys. Behav. Brain Res. 18,
expressed as a proportional change over baseline. Both techniques
269±276.
yielded identical results to the analyses based on raw data reported
Hasegawa, R., Sawaguchi, T., and Kubota, K. (1998). Monkey pre-here.
frontal neuronal activity coding the forthcoming saccade in an oculo-
motor delayed matching-to-sample task. J. Neurophysiol. 79,
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